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Side by Side

With the Chiefs of the Police Forces 
Sharing the Stage with them



Minister of the Interior 
Spoke First

In 2012, it was the 6th time that the ONDRP 
presented previous year statistics about crime 

recorded by police forces,
So everybody knew well its methodology



And decided to do as if 
ONDRP methodology did 

not exist

But  next year, ONDRP methodology
should prevail, as it was said, just
before it went the opposite way



According to the Minister of 
the Interior, in 2011 …

Crime fell by 0,34 % compared with the 
previous year, by 16,47 % compared with 2002, 

it had been decreasing for 9 years



According to ONDRP …

… You cannot use this figure

(Quote from the 2010 Annual Bulletin)



Currently, recorded crime 
statistics themselves, do not 

lead very far

(Quote from the 2009 Annual Bulletin)



4 indicators to follow trends 
of different crime categories

(Quote from the 2010 Annual Bulletin)



So, what did ONDRP say on 
the 17th of January ?

Trends from recorded crimes and results of 
crime survey are the same for theft : Decreasing 
as a whole with domestic burglaries and violent 

theft from the person showing increase

Trends are not the same for damages or 
frauds, because of police reluctance to 

record some of them. For non theft related 
violence, results from the last survey have 

to be discussed, so, see you tomorrow  
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